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How to feel energies 
 

We were all born with the ability to feel and sense energies. As we walk our path 

through life, we experience different situations. We may experience shocks, 

traumas or unpleasant feelings and sensations, intense or mild, on the physical or 

mental level. Sometimes these feelings and sensations might be too intense, and 

we don’t know how to process them. So we develop various coping mechanisms to 

help us not to feel the unpleasant, disconnect from it, ignore it or suppress it.  

 

This is our internal protective mechanism of dealing with overly intense stimuli. On 

one hand it is good, because it helps us to survive and continue to function 

normally in the daily life. Without that protection we may end up paralyzed and 

unable to take care of ourselves. 

 

On the other hand this system is gradually numbing our ability to feel and sense. 

Anything negative that we have experienced is locked into a protection bubble, 

holding this energy blocked so it won`t harm us. However, at the same time our life 

force energy as well as the ability to feel and sense the positive experiences are 

blocked, too. Thus after some time we may feel numb, with low energy and no 

interest in life. Nothing brings us joy and we feel a kind of inner emptiness. 

 

We are cut off from our body and we don’t know what is happening in it. We don’t 

know how to celebrate and enjoy life fully, basically we are just surviving. 

 

These bubbles of stuck negative energy are attracting other negative energies 

which create tension in the body. This can later on manifest as a disease. And we 

are wondering where it came from. So, in the long run this system is not really 

efficient. It is just a temporary solution to overcome a shock. Body is then waiting 

for an opportunity to safely release these energies from the system so it can 

function in full health again.  

 

If you don’t feel energies it is completely normal. It is a natural reaction of your 

body to the situations you have experienced in your life. And that is OK. The 

question is: „Are you now ready to make a new step in your life in order to come 

back to your natural flow of energy and harmony?“ I am sure you are.  

 

Meditations and distance healing which I offer are helping us to create a safe space 

where one can open up, connect with oneself, with one`s own sensitivity and 

wisdom of the body. They help us to feel and sense ourselves. And this brings us 

contentment, nourishment and fulfillment. It expands our ability to embrace also 

the negative aspects of life and transform them into bliss, joy and freedom. So if 

you are ready, let’s go for it: 
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1. Feeling safe 

Your body can open up only when it feels safe. If it doesn’t feel safe, it 

contracts and protects itself. So make sure to create a safe space for yourself 

during the meditation so you can receive maximum of the healing. That 

means to make sure, that no-one is going to disturb you, knock on the door 

or call you on the phone. Also let go of caring for others. This time is just for 

you. Don’t be afraid, they will survive those 30 min without you. They will 

manage. Tell them clearly that this half an hour is just for you and that you 

won’t answer any inquiries from them. 

 

To feel safe, you also need to trust the healer and the healing process. I know 

that we don’t know each other, but maybe it would help you to read my story 

and see whether it resonates with you. You can find my story here: 

www.healingamrita.com/my-story/  

 

In order to trust the healing process it is good to know, that it is all guided by 

your Higher Self, which means it is 100% safe. During the healing I connect to 

the energy of the Source, your Higher Self and a Healing Team of Light 

Beings, Angels, Archangels and your personal guides. I work as a channel or a 

bridge between you and these energies. So it is actually not me who is 

sending the energy. It is your personal process guided by your Higher Self. It 

is a special high vibrational process to cleanse your aura and your subtle 

energy bodies. 

 

2. Clear intention 

The energy follows intention. Our inner decision determines what would be 

happening. When you lie down, just before the healing, take a few deep 

breaths. Make a clear decision and say inner „yes“ to open up to this healing, 

„yes“ to receiving this healing, „yes“ to feeling and sensing your body and the 

energies in it. Feel the effect of this decision in your body. Feel how the body 

is opening and relaxing into a state of receiving. Fully surrender to the 

process.  

 

3. Everything is part of the healing 

Sometimes we feel enthusiastic about the healing and in a good mood. But 

sometimes you may feel a bit scared, nervous, anxious, tense or resistant. 

You may feel like you don`t really want to do it, maybe somebody has just 

made you mad, maybe you don’t know how to relax or your head is full of 

thoughts, and maybe you think that this is just not going to work anyway. 

That is OK. No matter what it is, accept it, relax into it and don’t judge it in 

any way. Don’t label it as negative or positive. Just allow it to be in the field 

http://www.healingamrita.com/my-story/
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without trying to change it. Just witness the feeling. Breathe deeply, stay in 

contact with it and observe it. Where in the body do you feel it? Allow 

yourself to fully feel it and breathe deeply into it. If you feel that your body 

needs to move, breathe or make sounds, allow it without judgement. Just 

witness it. Allow your body full freedom. Don’t limit it in any way. 

 

4. Maybe you feel nothing at all  

That is OK. Take a deep breath in and out. Consciously connect to your body. 

How is your body feeling? What is happening in it? Give attention to all 

sensations in your body. Feel how the body is touching the ground. Feel, how 

clothes are touching your skin. Feel how your breath is coming in and out of 

your lungs and how the chest is moving up and down. Feel how your heart is 

beating, maybe you can even hear it. What is the feeling like? Consciously 

keep connecting with your body and the sensations in it. Scan all parts of 

your body and explore it. If you feel a tension anywhere, change 

your position or just breathe into it.  

  

5. Maybe your mind is jumping like a monkey 

This is also OK. Don’t beat yourself up for that. Each time you notice your 

mind wanders away, bring your awareness back to the body. Maybe you 

have heard it before that meditation is a state without thoughts. This is not 

true. Meditation means conscious witnessing of everything that is happening 

inside and outside. If your mind goes away, don’t judge it, just lovingly bring it 

back to the body. You can also notice the thoughts. What are they about, 

where are they taking you? When you get lost, notice it and come back. 

Continue like this during the whole meditation. It is really interesting.  

 

6. Let go of any expectations 

Maybe you have a fixed idea about how the healing should be and what you 

should be feeling. Maybe you are expecting something big, amazing and 

bombastic. Or maybe you have read experiences of others and now you are 

expecting something similar. When we focus on what we „should“ be feeling, 

we are missing what is actually happening right now. Let go of any 

expectations. This is your own unique process. And it is completely OK the 

way it is. Let yourself be surprised and guided. Sense what is happening right 

here and now. Don’t judge and just embrace it the way it is. Even if it is 

nothing. Enjoy the nothingness. Relax into that nothing and observe it. This 

healing is very subtle. To feel it, you really need to be still, soften and 

surrender so you can notice even the most subtle energy movements. 
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7. Notice what is happening in your daily life 

Maybe you don’t feel anything during the healing process but you have a 

better sleep or you feel much better the next day. Or you notice that 

something is different, even though you cannot identify what exactly it is. 

Notice how you feel during the next day. What is your mood like and what 

has changed? Notice how you react in similar situations. Notice 

synchronicities and coincidences. Maybe people react differently to you. 

Maybe you “by chance” meet people, things, information or situations which 

are helping you with what you are dealing with right now. Observe and sense 

what is changing in your life. It could be even little things. 

 

You can practice step 3, 4 and 5 as a separate meditation apart from the healing 

session. You can sit down in a meditation anytime during the day and connect with 

yourself and with what is happening inside of you. Or you can do it in the evening 

just before sleep or in the morning right after you wake up. 

 

I wish you beautiful meditations. 

 

Love, 

Amrita 

Healer and Tantra Teacher 


